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CSA CONTRACTS: 
WHAT NOT TO DO




This presentation is intended to provide general information 
about laws and should not be construed as providing legal 
advice. It should not be cited or relied upon as legal 
authority. State laws vary and no attempt is made to 
discuss laws of states other than Maryland. For advice 
about how these issues might apply to your individual 
situation, consult an attorney.
University of Maryland MPower
The University of Maryland: MPowering the State brings 
together two universities of distinction to form a new 
collaborative partnership. Harnessing the resources of 
each, the University of Maryland, College Park and the 
University of Maryland, Baltimore will focus the collective 
expertise on critical statewide issues of public health, 
biomedical informatics, and bioengineering. This 
collaboration will drive an even greater impact on the state, 
its economy, the job market, and the next generation of 
innovators. The joint initiatives will have a profound effect 
on productivity, the economy, and the very fabric of higher 
education.
• http://www.mpowermaryland.com
Agriculture Law Education Initiative
The Agriculture Law Education 
Initiative is a collaboration between 
the University of Maryland Francis 
King Carey School and College of 
Agriculture & Natural Resources, 
University of Maryland, College Park.  
Through the University of Maryland 
Extension - the statewide, non-formal 
agriculture education system - the 
collaboration partners with the School 
of Agricultural and Natural Sciences, 







• Do you want to protect your farm and CSA 
offerings?
• Do you have a contract already in place?
• If your answer is NO, wouldn’t you like to have 
one?
• If it is YES, wouldn’t you like to know if you 
have included everything necessary to protect 
yourself and operate efficiently?
Overview
• Either way, wouldn’t you like to know WHY you would 
have a contract for your CSA at all?
• Up to 70% of CSAs operate as a sole proprietorship or 
general partnership, exposing the farmland and personal 
assets to claims arising out of the business (2009 Survey 
of Community Supported Agriculture Producers, 
University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service)
Overview
• This survey also showed that many CSA operators 
recognize concerns that a more legalistic farm 
organization may create an undesired relationship 
between the CSA and its members
• The desirable relationship most CSAs strive for is the 
more personal relationship with its customers
Overview
• With that said, the survey 
showed that 1/3 of CSA 
farmers are hesitant to put 
the terms of their CSA in 
writing because it appears 
litigious and consequently 
untrustworthy
Overview
• BUT, legal issues arise from not using written agreements
• Farmers may think that discussing the risks of their CSA on their 
website, facebook, or other social media outlet is enough and will 
protect them against disappointed customers
• EXAMPLE: 3 CSA farms failed to produce in Illinois and Wisconsin 
after a sever drought in 2011. An upset customer called an attorney 
wanting to know how he could get his $560 CSA share refunded. 
Whether the farmer owed the customer turned on a nonexistent 
sales agreement and whether the lack of vegetables materialized 
from risks shared between the farmer and customer. 
Overview-Parol Evidence Rule
• So, why isn’t having information on your website or 
facebook page enough?
• One reason is a contracting rule called the Parol
Evidence Rule
• It is contracting rule used by courts that can limit inclusion of 
evidence that “clarifies” a contract
• The idea is that all your negotiations are reflected into the final 
document (ie the contract).
• EX: Farmer Paul has a warning that weather may affect production on 
his website, but not on his membership contract.  The court may rule 
that Farmer Paul’s warning is not included in the agreement and 
therefor the customer is not held to be in warning of weather issues 
concerning production.  
Overview-Parol Evidence Rule
• By including in the contract, you clarify potential areas of 
dispute.
• Yes I realize you would prefer the document to be short sweet and 
to the point
• Short sweet and to the point can come back to hurt you.
• This can be done by spelling out items in your contract, as 
we do in the model contract that Paul will be discussing.
• Can also do this by using Appendixes or referencing 
back to spots on your website and including copies for 
potential members.
HOW DO YOU CURRENTLY 
ADDRESS ISSUES?






• Growing practice 
notifications? 
WHAT NOT TO DO 
Sample Contract #1
Issues With Sample Contract #1
• Not enough information!
• Only includes:
• Membership Fees
• Name and information of member
• Option for pick up
• What is not included:
• Occurrence of surplus or shortage
• Details/definition of what each share is
• Growing practices
Sample Contract #2
Issues With Sample Contract #2?
• Only includes:
• Membership Fees
• Name and information of member
• One option for pickup
• Details/definition of what each share is
• What is not included:
• Occurrence of surplus or shortage
• Growing practices
• Occurrence of weather problems and effect on pickup
• Issue
• The highlighted portion that’s states someone else can pick up the 
share-this can cause issues if someone attempt to steal the share!
Sample Contract #3
Issues With Sample Contract #3?
• Only includes:
• Membership Fees
• Name and information of member
• Details/definition of what each share is
• Pickup options
• What is not included:
• Occurrence of surplus or shortage
• Growing practices
• Occurrence of weather problems and effect on pickup
• Issue
• Simply stating that the member “acknowledges” issues with weather 
on vegetable supply may not be enough-need to explain in more detail 
what will happen
• Listing share in amount of items and not weight
• How will the U-pick option be determined?
Sample Contract #4
Issues With Sample Contract #4?
• Includes:
• Membership Fees
• Name and information of member
• Details/definition of what each share is
• Pickup options
• What is not included:
• Occurrence of surplus or shortage
• Growing practices
• Occurrence of weather problems and effect on pickup
• Issues
• Simply stating that the member “acknowledges” issues with weather on vegetable 
supply may not be enough-need to explain in more detail what will happen
• Are there to many pick-up sites? Are those consistent and maintainable all season?
• Market Share option-what happens if people pick over what you allotted for 10% 
credit-how does that get measured?
• The payment plan could potentially raise issues-taking a $200 deposit could open 
yourself to many defaults unless you know you can  make up unpaid shares 
Sample Contract #5
Issues With Sample Contract #5?
• Only includes:
• Membership Fees
• Name and information of member
• Pick-up location
• Growing practices
• What is not included:
• Occurrence of surplus or shortage
• Occurrence of weather and changes to pick up and U-pick choices due 
to weather
• How to contact farm
• Issues
• Confusion on U-Pick items-are they an extra cost or part of the 
membership fee?
• Stating “Mid May” then for 20 weeks-not a clear picture on when share 
will begin and end
• Is the “banking” option reasonable? Sounds good in theory but how 
does it work? lacks specificity 
YOUR TURN!
I will show a sample for a few minutes, then you tell me 
what you see the issues are
Sample Contract #6
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